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Bipolar Janus particle assembly in
microdevice
In recent years, there are significant interests in the manipulation of bipolar Janus particles.
In this article, we investigate the transient behavior of the electro-orientation process
and particle–particle interaction of ellipsoidal bipolar Janus particles in the presence and
absence of a DC electric field. The bipolar particle dynamics is modeled with a body force
term in the fluid flow equations based on the Maxwell stress tensor. This force is due to
presence of bipolar surface charges on the particles as well as their interactions with an
imposed field. An interface resolved numerical scheme that consider the finite size of the
particle is adopted for computation of the electric and flow fields. Our numerical results
show that in the absence of an electric field, particles can undergo self-orientation to reach
an equilibrium position. The time taken to reach a stable orientation depends on the initial
configuration and inter-particle separation distance. Bipolar particles experience forces
only on their polar ends, a phenomena that is difficult to capture with noninterface resolved
methods. When bipolar particles are exposed to an external electric field, they rotate to
align along the external electric field direction. Depending upon the initial configuration,
particles orient via clockwise or counter clockwise rotations to form head to tail chains.
The time required to form particle assembly strongly depends on particle size and bipolar
charge density. The present numerical algorithm can be applied to a wider class of dualfaced Janus particles.
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1 Introduction
“Janus” particles [1, 2], named after the ancient Roman
God, are particles consisting of two surfaces possessing
different types of physicochemical properties such as surface charge density, polarity, and functional groups. Due
to the presence of different physicochemical properties
within a single particle, Janus particles can have distinctive properties which cannot be represented by particles
with uniform surface properties. Depending on the architecture and dimensionality, Janus particles may have various
shapes such as cylindrical, discoidal, spherical, ellipsoidal,
or dumbbell [3]. Various kinds of dual-faced Janus particles
including charged–hydrophobic [4, 5], cationic–anionic [4],
hydrophobic–hydrophilic [6, 7], metallo–dielectric [8, 9], and
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polar–nonpolar [10] particles, can be found in the existing
literature. These particles have a variety of fascinating properties and can potentially be used in a number of applications
[3, 11, 12]. Farnandez et al. [5] studied the self-assembly of
charged-hydrophobic Janus particles using molecular dynamics simulations. Liu et al. [7] investigated the self-assembly
and aggregation of hydrophobic–hydrophilic Janus particles
by using Monte Carlo simulations. The dielectrophoretic assembly of metallo-dielectric Janus particles under an AC
electric field was studied by Gangwall et al. [8] using
the commercial software FEMLAB by adopting a modified
Monte-Carlo scheme. Recently, the equilibrium behavior of
polar–nonpolar Janus nanoparticles at water–oil interfaces
was studied by Luu et al. [10] using dissipative particle
dynamics.
Bipolar particles [4] are a special type of dual faced
Janus particle with oppositely charged faces. The presence
of permanent but opposing electrical charges at the ends of
a particle can create electrical, optical, and thermodynamic
Colour Online: See the article online to view Figs. 1–7 in colour.
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anisotropy [13, 14]. Bipolar particle behavior is even more
interesting in an applied electric field. Due to the presence
of oppositely charged surfaces, a bipolar particle can be manipulated effectively using an external electric field. Several
experimental studies examined the effect of an electric field
on the bipolar particle assembly process. Zhang and Zhu [15]
studied the influence of an AC electric field on the assembly of Janus particles and investigated the dependence of assembly on AC frequency, anisotropic surface properties, and
conductivity of the medium. Crowley et al. [16] studied the
effect of applied fields on the orientation and rotation of the
anisotropic micron sized gyricon balls with bipolar surface
charge densities, which can be used for flexible electronic
displays.
Despite many potential applications and experimental
investigations, there are only a few theoretical investigations
on how micron sized bipolar particles respond to external
fields. There have been several stochastic methods based
on the Fokker-Planck or Langevin equations [17–19] for
studying the effect of electric field on nanoparticle suspension where the force term is derived from hard sphere [17]
or patch models [18]. Hong et al. [20] studied clustering
and interactions of spherical bipolar particles using a
Monte-Carlo method. In these studies, the particles are of
nanoscale size—a regime where a dipolar approximation
is valid. But for micron sized particles, electrical charges
are spread over a finite region of the particle surface; hence
dipolar approximations are no longer valid. In a colloidal
system of micron sized bipolar particles, a number of
factors such as surface charge density, nature of external
electric field, thermodynamic, and electrical properties of the
suspended particles, as well as fluid motion contribute to the
aggregation. Therefore, the investigation of colloidal system
of bipolar microparticles requires understanding of particle
interactions with electric and flow fields.
In this article, we explore the dynamic behavior of micron sized bipolar particles in the absence and presence of
an applied electric field. We specifically focus on the behavior of nonspherical microparticles since there is considerable
interest in nonspherical shaped particles such as cylindrical, ellipsoidal, or disk shaped particles for design of novel
devices and materials [21]. For instance, in biomedical applications, ellipsoidal shaped biological cells are needed to
form tissue [22, 23]. None of the previous studies considered
nonspherical bipolar micro-particles with oppositely charged
electrical surfaces.
For bipolar particles, an applied electric field can influence the surface polarization differently than dielectrophoresis [24,25]. This phenomenon becomes more complex with an
increase in the number of interacting particles. In this article,
we extend our hybrid immersed interface-immersed boundary method [26] to analyze the transport mechanism of bipolar ellipsoidal particles. A second order accurate immersed
interface method with fast algorithm [27] is employed for solution of electric potential due to bipolar charge density and
applied electric field. Bipolarity is implemented in the numerical scheme by providing a distributed surface charge density
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Figure 1. Schematic of typical (L X W) computational domain
(⍀) filled with liquid (⍀f ) and suspended bipolar ellipsoidal particles (⍀p ). ࢚⍀ represents computational domain boundary and ⌫p
represents suspended particle surface boundaries. Dielectric permittivity of particle and fluid is denoted by p and f , respectively.
Although the net charge of each particle is zero, there are equal
but opposite charges at two opposite ends of each particle.

with opposite polarity at the two ends of the ellipsoidal particles. The immersed boundary method [28] is used to calculate
the flow field and particle transport in a Newtonian fluid.

2 Theory
The dynamics of bipolar Janus particles involves interactions
among locally induced and applied electric fields, and the
hydrodynamics of fluid medium with suspended particles.
In the absence of an externally imposed electric field, bipolar
particles experience an induced electric field force due to presence of fixed charge on the particle surface and torque due to
presence of neighboring bipolar particles. These forces drive
the dynamics of particle assembly and can lead to a stable
orientation. On the other hand, an externally applied electric
field provides a mechanism for precise tuning of the orientation process. During the readjustment of particle orientation,
a flow can be induced in stationary medium or altered in
moving medium. In this study, we consider a dielectric fluid
medium and neglect other electrokinetic effects such as electrophoresis and electroosmosis [29, 30].
To develop a mathematical model, we consider multiple
ellipsoidal particles with localized surface charge density at
two ends (P0 ) suspended in a rectangular domain filled with
an incompressible, Newtonian viscous fluid (Fig. 1). The particle domains are represented by ⍀p with the particle surfaces
represented by ⌫ p , p = 1 · · · ,Np where Np is the number of
suspended particles. Since particle–particle interaction will be
influenced by the induced electric field as well as the applied
electric field, we begin with electric potential distribution.
The governing equation for electric potential distribution
with spontaneous polarization or surface charge density of
suspended particles in a dielectric liquid can be described by
the Gauss law [31] as:

∇ · (ε∇) = S =




P0 ␦ r − R dR,

(1)

⌫
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where S is volumetric charge density due to permanent polarization or surface charge density, P0 is the surface charge
density, ε = εr ε0 is the permittivity of the medium, εr is the
dielectric constant of the medium, ε 0 = 8.854× 10−12 F/m
is the permittivity of the vacuum, r is Eulerian space variable, R is the Lagrangian variable to represent the particle
surface in the fluid domain, and  is the electrical potential.
Dirac delta function in Eq. (1) is used to represent region of
Janus particles’ surface where bipolar surface charge density
appears.
Since particles are suspended in the fluid medium, solution of Eq. (1) requires both boundary and interface conditions. For the system shown in Fig. 1, the boundary conditions
are:
(x, y) = L or

∂(x, y)
= 0 at x = 0
∂x

(2a)

(x, y) = R or

∂(x, y)
= 0 at x = L
∂x

(2b)

∂(x, y)
= 0 at y = 0 and y = W
∂y

(2c)

The continuity of the electric potential and the normal
component of the electric flux density at particle boundary
are imposed as interface conditions:
p (x, y) =  f (x, y)

εp

∂p (x, y)
∂ f (x, y)
= εf
,
∂ n
∂ n

(3a)

(3b)

where p is the particle, f is the fluid medium, and n is
the surface normal. The electric field E is assumed to be
irrotational and is given by:
E = −∇.

(4)

The force due to the induced electric field can be calculated from Maxwell’s stress tensor, which is related to the
electric field as [32]:


 = ∇ · ε E E − 1 (ε E · E ) I ,
Fe = ∇ · M
2

(5)

where I is the unit tensor and E E is the dyadic product
of the electric field. The body force Fe obtained from the
Maxwell stress tensor includes the forces due to inherent
spontaneous polarization, and due to the external electric
field. This force influences the motion of particles in the fluid
field. The governing equation for viscous and incompressible
fluid flow can be obtained from Navier-Stokes and continuity
equations:
 [
ut + (u · ∇ ) u] = −∇ p + ⌬ u + Fe
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(6)

∇ · u = 0,

(7)

where  is the fluid density, u is the fluid velocity, and p is
the pressure. For the system shown in Fig. 1, the boundary
conditions for the fluid flow equations across the four sides
of the computational domain can be expressed as:

u · n = 0
at y = 0 and y = W
(8a)
u ·  = 0
⎫
u(x = 0, y) = u(x = L , y) ⎪
⎬


,
∂ u 
∂ u 
⎪
=
⎭
∂ y x=0
∂ y x=L

(8b)

where  is the unit tangent of the domain boundary.
The velocity and location of particles can be obtained from
the flow field by considering hydrodynamic and electric field
induced forces due to the presence of bipolar particles which
is described in the numerical model. A hybrid immersed interface and immersed boundary method is used to calculate
electric and flow field for this study. Details of the numerical
model and method are presented in the Supporting Information.

3 Results and discussion
Randomly orientated bipolar particles in close proximity experience particle–particle interaction forces due to their inherent permanent bipolar electrical charges. This particle–
particle interaction can be controlled for guided orientation
in engineered materials by an external electric field. In this
section, we present numerical results of particle–particle interaction and assembly in the presence and absence of an
applied electric field. Transient behavior of a single bipolar
particle in an applied electric field is shown in the supplementary materials. In the absence of an externally imposed electric
field, we imposed electrically insulating boundary conditions
at all walls for the Poisson equation (Eq. (1)). For the applied
electric field, a known electric potential is used at the left and
right boundaries and electrically insulating boundary conditions on the top and bottom walls. For fluid flow equations we
imposed periodic boundary conditions on the left and right
boundaries, and no slip and no penetration conditions on the
top and bottom boundaries. It is assumed that particle and
fluid have the same density, and particles are suspended in
fluid. In all simulations, unless stated explicitly, ellipsoidal
bipolar particles with a major axis of 18 m and a minor
axis of 6 m are considered. In this study, the surface charge
density is set as P0 = ± 0.25 C/m2 (unless stated otherwise).
These charges are located at the two sides (along the major
axis) of elliptical particles covering a 12.5% region on each
side. In other words, 25% of a particle surface has charge, but
the net charge of a particle is zero. The dielectric constant εr of
fluid medium is 1.88 (Hexane), while the dielectric constant
of particles varies from case to case.
www.electrophoresis-journal.com
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Figure 2. The spontaneous electric potential distribution for particle dielectric constant of (A) r =1.88, (B) r = 2.55 (Polystyrene) and
(C) r = 9.1 (Calcium Carbonate). The potential distribution along the central line of the particle is shown in Fig. (D) for all the three cases.
Here the bipolar charge density P0 is ±0.25 C/m2 .

3.1 Potential and electric field distribution of a
bipolar particle
A particle with bipolarity at two ends induces a spontaneous
electric field in a fluid medium due to the induced electric
potential distribution. We studied the nature of this spontaneous distribution as a function of dielectric properties of
suspended bipolar particles. Here, the computational domain
is set at 150 × 150 m as shown in Fig. 1, and only one
ellipsoidal particle is considered. The centroid of the ellipsoidal particle is placed at the center of the fluid-filled computational domain. The major axis of the ellipsoidal bipolar
particle is aligned along the x-axis with the positively (negatively) charged end of the particle located at the right (left).
Figure 2A shows the spontaneous electric potential distribution due to a bipolar particle with dielectric constant of 1.88.
Since the particle and surrounding fluid have the same dielectric constants, their polarizibility will be similar. Thus,
the contour plot in Fig. 2A shows the strength of the local
electric potential due to the permanent charge at two ends
of the particle. The distribution of local electric potential as
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well as the magnitude of the electric field can be altered by
changing the permittivity of the fluid and the particle. In this
study, the permittivity of the fluid is held constant (1.88),
while permittivity of the particle is varied. Figure 2B shows
the induced electric potential distribution due to the bipolar
charge distribution for a polystyrene particle with a dielectric constant 2.55. The contour plot reveals that the strength
of local electrical potential (Fig. 2B) is lower if the dielectric
constant of the particle is higher than that of the fluid. This
is due to the fact that the particle becomes more polarizable
than the fluid if the permittivity of particle is higher than the
fluid [33]. The higher polarization of particle causes induced
negative (positive) charge density at the right (left) end of the
particle. These induced charges at the left and right ends are
responsible for the lower potential distribution in Fig. 2B. We
show one additional case in Fig. 2C where the dielectric constant of the particle (Calcium Carbonate) is 9.1. In this case,
the calcium carbonate particle is even more polarizable than
the fluid (hexane). Thus, the negative (positive) induced
charge density at the right (left) ends will be higher than
the case presented in Fig. 2B. These results indicate that as
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Figure 3. (A) Electric field lines generated by a
bipolar ellipsoidal particle with dielectric constant
of 1.88. Electric field lines exit the positive end
and enter the negative end of the particle like an
electric dipole. (B) Electric field induced forces for
particle dielectric constant of r = 1.88, r = 2.55
(Polystyrene) and r = 9.1 (Calcium Carbonate). All
other simulation conditions are the same as provided in Fig. 2. Electric field induced forces appear
only on the polar sides of the particle.

the permittivity of the particle increases, the local electric
potential strength drops.
The potential distribution along the centerline of the
computational domain is shown in Fig. 2D for all three cases
presented above. The electrical potential shows a symmetrical distribution if the bipolar particle is placed at the centroid
of the computational domain. In all cases, the electric potential is highest at the location of the permanent charges,
but decays exponentially away from the particle surface. The
magnitude of the highest electric potential strongly depends
on the relative polarizability of the particle.
The nature of the electric field distribution in all three
cases is similar except for the magnitude or strength of the
field. The electric field lines emanate from the positive pole of
the ellipsoidal particle and enter the negative pole as shown
in Fig. 3A. This distribution resembles the dipolar electric
field distribution between positive and negative point charges.
However, for micron sized bipolar particles the force field is
localized at two ends. The electric field induced forces are
shown in Fig. 3B for several values of particle permittivity. The forces are localized at the polar ends of the particle due to the presence of permanent electric charges. Like
the electric potential strength, the magnitude of the electric
force depends on particle permittivity. As seen from Fig. 3B,
the force magnitude is highest when particle and fluid have
the same dielectric constant and the lowest when the particle permittivity is much higher than the fluid permittivity.
These induced forces can cause particle–particle interaction,
particle electrorotation, and electro-orientation.

3.2 Self-assembly of bipolar particles
Figure 4 shows the self-orientation of polystyrene bipolar particles for various initial configurations in the absence of an external electric field. Particles are suspended in hexane within
a 150 × 150 m computational domain. As the individual
faces of the bipolar particles are of opposite charge, the attraction and repulsion between neighboring particles depend
on their separation distance and configuration. First, we considered two particles with initial orientations as shown in
Fig. 4A and B. Numerical results indicate that particles move
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closer to one another along the long axis as the oppositely
charged poles of the particles were in close proximity in their
initial configuration (Fig. 4A). On the other hand, in Fig. 4B,
the positive ends were closest initially. This induces repulsive
force and counter clockwise rotation in both particles. After
a transient period of 0.5 s, the particle–particle interaction
switches from repulsion to attraction. This transition occurs
as the faces of opposite polarity come into close proximity.
Nevertheless, in both cases (Fig. 4A and B), the interacting
forces become attractive at a later time and the particles move
towards each other.
The self-assembly process becomes more complex as the
number of particles increases. In Fig. 4C, we show the interaction of four bipolar particles. As the particles are initially
in a favorable configuration along their polar axis, the particles self-orient and form a chain in head-to-tail fashion.
These results suggest that bipolar particles are capable of
self-orientation and self-assembly. However, the speed of orientation depends on the initial configurations. In the next
section, we will investigate the behavior of multiple bipolar
particles in an externally applied electric field. The applied
electric field further polarizes the material and has a strong
effect on the process of particle assembly.

3.3 Electric field driven bipolar particle assembly
In this section, we investigate electric field induced effects on
particle–particle interaction and assembly. The properties of
particles and fluids are the same as described in the earlier
sections. Initially the major axis of each particle is oriented
along the vertical direction with their negatively charged faces
at the top. Moreover, the particles are oriented in such a manner that the faces with opposite polarity are in close proximity.
Figure 5 shows the time sequence of electric field guided
orientation of four interacting bipolar particles with bipolar
charge density (P0 = ±0.25 C/m2 ). In Fig. 5A, an electric field
is applied from left to right, while the electric field direction is
right to left in Fig. 5B. Initially each particle attracts its neighboring particle because the oppositely charged faces are in
close proximity. In Fig. 5A, when the electric field is applied,
each particle rotates in a counter clockwise direction to align
www.electrophoresis-journal.com
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Figure 4. The transient process of self-orientation of multiple
bipolar ellipsoidal particles (P0 = ±0.25 C/m2 ). Orientation of (A)
& (B) two bipolar particles for two different initial configurations,
and (C) four bipolar particles. The dielectric constant of particle
and liquid is 2.55 and 1.88, respectively. Simulation results are
shown until particles reach steady state.
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Figure 5. Electric field guided orientation of bipolar ellipsoidal
particles with bipolar charge P0 = ±0.25 C/m2 . Electric field was
applied from (A) left to right, while electric field was applied from
(B) right to left. The anode potential is 1 V, while the cathode
potential is –1 V. The dielectric constant of particle and fluid is
2.55 and 1.88, respectively.
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with electric field. During the rotation, the particle–particle
interactions turn repulsive and the top most particle moves
in the upward direction while the bottom one moves downwards. The topmost and bottommost particles move more
quickly to an equilibrium position than the middle particles
since both faces of the middle particles interact with neighboring particles. For the top and bottom particles, only one face
interacts with the neighboring particle. The other face tends
to align with the electric field. Finally, the particles align along
the electric field direction with their individual faces pointing
towards the electrode of opposite polarity. However, particle–
particle chains are not observed for this case. Rather, particles move away from each other until there is no appreciable
particle–particle interaction.
In Fig. 5B, we show particle orientation under an applied electric field from right to left. When the electric field is
applied, the particles rotate in a clockwise direction to align
with the applied electric field and form head-to-tail configurations between neighboring particles. During the rotational
process, particles also attract each other as they face each
other in a favorable configuration. The motion of these particles continues until all particles are perfectly aligned with the
applied electric field (not shown). From simulation results
it is evident that particles form long chains along the major
axes of the particles.
Next, we show the effect of permanent charge magnitude
on particle assembly under applied electric field. In particular, we investigate a case with a high value of permanent
charge (P0 = ±1 C/m2 ) along both the ends of the particle.
Here, the initial configuration of the interacting particles is
the same as in the case presented in Fig. 5. Figure 6A shows
the simulation results when the applied electric field is from
left to right. Numerical results show that strong permanent
bipolar charge significantly affects the particle–particle interaction process and can lead to particle assembly. In the initial
stage particles rotate rapidly in an anticlockwise direction to
align with the electric field direction. As time progresses, the
oppositely charged faces of the particles move closer to each
other and form head to tail chains along their major axis. This
chain formation is not observed in the low bipolar charge density case presented in Fig. 5A. Particle–particle chains form
for bipolar particles with higher permanent charges because
of the long range interactions of induced electric fields. Thus,
one can form particle–particle chain with particles with high
bipolar charge density.
Transient particle electrorotation and particle chain formation is presented in Fig. 6B for an applied electric field
from right to left. In this case, the initial orientation of particles, external electric field magnitude, and bipolar charge
density are kept same as in Fig. 6A to show the effect of electric field direction. Like the case presented in Fig. 5B, all particles reorient by rotating in a clockwise direction and move
to a favorable configuration to form head–tail chains. While
the mechanism of particle electrorotation remains the same
for both low and high bipolar charge densities, the time taken
to form particle assembly is significantly reduced in the latter
case (P0 = ±1 C/m2 ). Note that the initial vertical particle con
C 2014 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Figure 6. Electric field guided orientation of bipolar ellipsoidal
particles with bipolar charge P0 = ±1 C/m2 . Electric field was applied from (A) left to right, while electric field was applied from (B)
right to left. All other simulation parameters are same as those
shown in Fig. 5.

figuration and high bipolar charge density (P0 = ±1 C/m2 )
shown in Fig. 6A and B result in chain formation in both left
to right and right to left electric field. However, the time to
form chain formation is shorter for the right to left electric
field. This is due to the fact that particle both rotate and translate to reach stable orientation when the electric field is from
www.electrophoresis-journal.com
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The aspect ratio of 1 corresponds to spherical particles. Numerical results show that particle assembly can be formed
more quickly by decreasing the aspect ratio. One reason for
the decrease in assembly time is due to higher particle surface charge. The decrease in particle aspect ratio increases
the surface area, and hence effective permanent charge along
the particle surface increases.

4 Concluding remarks

Figure 7. Electric field guided orientation of bipolar ellipsoidal
particles (P0 = ±0.25 C/m2 ) with aspect ratio of (A) a/b = 2 and
(B) a/b = 1 for a fixed major axis length of 18 microns. All other
simulation parameters are same as those shown in Fig. 5B.

the left to right direction, while particles only rotate to reach
stable orientation for an applied electric field from the right
to left.
Finally, we study the effect of particle aspect ratio in
particle–particle interactions by varying the ratio of major
axis length (2a) to minor axis length (2b). Figure 7 shows
the transient particle locations and orientation for an applied
electric field from right to left. In this case, initial particle
configuration, permanent charge density (P0 = ±0.25 C/m2 )
and electric field magnitude are the same as in Fig. 5. For
a fixed major axis length of 18 microns, two different particle aspect ratios are considered: 2 (Fig. 7A) and 1 (Fig. 7B).

C 2014 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

This study addresses the fundamental mechanism of ellipsoidal micron sized bipolar particle dynamics with or without an electric field. The induced electric force due to presence of permanent but oppositely charged polar faces as
well as interaction with an applied field was obtained from
Maxwell’s stress tensor. We have employed a hybrid immersed interface-immersed boundary method to model the
transient behavior of particle–particle interaction and assembly. The immersed interface method was used to solve for
the electrical potential and the immersed boundary method
for fluid flow. Simulation results show that the induced electrical field is greatly influenced by the dielectric properties
of the fluid and particles. Due to presence of bipolar charges
the forces are localized along the polar ends of the particles, and these forces guide particle–particle interaction and
electro-orientation. During the self-orientation process, particles exhibit rotational and translational movement to reach
an equilibrium position for particle assembly. Depending on
the initial configuration and separation distance, particles
can form assembly or strings. The speed of the orientation
process depends on the favorability of the particles’ initial
orientation. The process of bipolar particle assembly can be
influenced significantly by applying an external electric field
as the applied electric field interacts with the permanent surface charges on the particles. When the external electric field
is applied, the particle rotates to align its major axis to the electric field direction and its faces move closer to the electrode of
opposite polarity. The assembly time of bipolar particles can
be controlled by changing the electric field direction as well as
the magnitude of the permanent charge density at two ends.
For a fixed permanent charge density, the particle aspect ratio
is very important in the chain formation speed. In an applied
electric field, particles of low aspect ratio form chains more
quickly in part due to stronger effective permanent charges.
This work was supported in part by the US National Science
Foundation under Grant No. DMS 1317671.
The authors have declared no conflict of interest.
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